October 10, 2018
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

1708 Gallery’s InLight Richmond 2018 Artists Announced

Richmond - 1708 Gallery is pleased to announce the participating artists for 1708’s InLight 2018. This year’s curated and juried artists will transform the grounds of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts with artworks that consider ideas about Community.

The juror for InLight Richmond 2018 is Kimberli Gant, PhD, the McKinnon Curator of Modern & Contemporary Art at the Chrysler Museum in Norfolk, VA. Previously the Mellon Doctoral Fellow in the Department of Arts of Global Africa at the Newark Museum, in Newark, NJ, Gant received her PhD in Art History from the University of Texas Austin (2017), and holds both a MA and BA in Art History from Columbia University (2009) and Pitzer College (2002).

Curator of Modern & Contemporary Art at the Chrysler Museum in Norfolk, VA. Previously the Mellon Doctoral Fellow in the Department of Arts of Global Africa at the Newark Museum, in Newark, NJ, Gant received her PhD in Art History from the University of Texas Austin (2017), and holds both a MA and BA in Art History from Columbia University (2009) and Pitzer College (2002).

Participating Artists

Steven Casanova; Barak Chamo; Sarah Choo Jing; In Kyoung Chun; Logan Dandridge; Eva Davidova and Fan Feng; Leila Ehtesham and Carl Patow; Marta Finkelstein; John D. Freyer and the Recovery Ally Choir; Kei Ito; Bob Kaputof; Michelle Koppl with peoplepuddle; Jubee Lee; Jessica Lynn; Phillip Merritt; Kevin Orlosky; Valerie Guinn Polgar; Beth

FRI, NOV 16, 2018
7PM - MIDNIGHT
SAT, NOV 17, 2018
7PM - 10PM
at the VIRGINIA MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
WWW.1708GALLERY.ORG
Reitmeyer with ELEL; Ben Sloat; Amy Smith; Nastassja Swift; Theremin Collective: Zephyr Acosta-Lewis, Laura Cramer, Palmer Foley, and Nicole Horton; and Junoh Yu

For more details and to stay up to date on event details, visit www.1708gallery.org/inlight

A special thanks to our sponsors to date: Altria Group, National Endowment for the Arts, Virginia Commission for the Arts, E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation, Capital One, Mexico Restaurant, Oliver Properties, NewMarket Foundation, Virginia Tourism, Sound Arts Richmond, numerous individuals, and our media sponsors: NBC12, WCVE, and Style Weekly.